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Winter Berries

• DESIGNED BY CHERYL HAYNES
• FINISHED SIZE: 42” X 42”
• PATTERN AVAILABLE MARCH 2020
AT BENARTEX.COM

Winter Berries
42” x 42”

Materials Needed:
5/8 yard for the border & binding- # 9647-15 Textured Stripe-Red/Cream
1/2 yard for the sashing- #9645-44 Winter Scroll-Green

1/4 yard of tan fabrics for backgrounds:

2” x WOF strips for the Appliqué:

9647-70 Textured Stripe-Parchment/Cream
9645-07 Winter Scroll- Cream
9646-07 Dotted Pine-Cream
9644-70 Winter Tonal Paisley- Parchment

2861-45 Wintersong Bird-Forest (green leaves)
9618-45 Wool Tweed-Forest (green leaves)
9616-42 Wool Stripe-Pine (green leaves)
9618-76 Wool Tweed-Fudge (brown stems)

1/8 yard red fabrics for the berries:
2861-19 Wintersong Bird-Berry
9618-88 Wool Tweed-Chili
9616-19 Wool Stripe-Berry
9645-10 Winter Scroll- Red

This complimentary pattern was
Designed by Cheryl Haynes
with the Winterberry Fabric Line
Please visit www.prairiegrovepeddler.com

42” Quilt Cutting DirectionsCut from each of the 4 red fabrics for 4 blocks
4
4-1/2” squares (you need 16)
Cut from each of the 4 tan fabrics for 4 blocks
8
2-1/2” x 8-1/2”
8
2-1/2” x 4-1/2”
16
1-1/2” square

Cut from red striped border fabric
4
2-1/2” x WOF for the borders
4
2-1/4” x WOF for the binding
Cut from the green sashing fabric
7
1-1/2” x WOF
3
1-1/2” x WOF then sub-cut into
12
1-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips

Block Assembly-Using Quick Triangle Method (QTM)
1-1/2”

1. Draw a line diagonally across the back of
four tan 1-1/2” squares. See diagram a.
2. Lay one square with right sides together on
one corner of a rec 4-1/2” square.
3. Sew across the drawn line.
4. See diagram b.
5. Press the seam open then cut off the excess on back.
6. Repeat with the other three corners.
7. See diagram c.
8. Mix the background fabrics and make four
berry blocks from each red and tan fabric.
9. Trim the blocks to 8-1/2” if needed.
10. Make 16 blocks in all.
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Quilt Assembly1. Lay out the berry blocks into four rows.
2. Sew a green 1-1/2” x 8-1/2” sashing
strip between the four blocks.
3. Sew each row across.
4. Sew a green 1-1/2” x WOF
sashing strip across the
bottom of rows 1, 2 and 3.
5. Line up the seams on all four rows
and sew the four rows together.
6. Sew the green 1-1/2” x WOF sashing
strips down each side and trim the
excess fabric.
7. Sew the remaining green 1-1/2” x WOF
sashing strips across the top and bottom
and trim the excess fabric.
8. Sew the red striped 2-1/2” x WOF border
strips down each side and trim the
excess fabric.
9. Sew the remaining red striped 2-1/2” x WOF
border strips across the top and bottom and
trim the excess fabric.
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Quick Fuse Appliqué1. Trace the appliqué pieces on the fusible web paper.
2. Cut apart leaving 1/4” extra around each piece.
3. Peel off the paper backing and press each
piece to the wrong side of fabrics.
4. Cut out the shapes.
5. Peel off the remaining paper backing and position
the stems to the top of the berries at random.
6. Place one or two leaves on some of the berries and
leave some berries without.
7. Press with an iron following your Manufacturer’s
directions then cool completely.
8. Stitch around each appliqué piece with a decorative or
buttonhole stitch at this time.

Finishing1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lay the pieced quilt top on a layer of quilt batting and 1-1/4 yards of backing fabric.
Hand-quilt or quilt by machine.
Sew the four binding strips end to end to make a continuous strip for the binding.
Fold in half lengthwise with right sides out and press flat.
Pin the strip around the edge of the pieced top with the raw edges to the outside edge of the quilt top.
Sew the binding face down to the top and miter each corner.

Make a runner!
7. Overlap the ends. Fold over to the back and pin in place.
8. Hand-stitch to the back.
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Designed by Cheryl Haynes for the Winterberry Fabric line by Benartex
www.prairiegrovepeddler.com

